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The spectral dual adjoint between the mixed category X of the category of partially ordered 
sets and the category of convergence spaces and that of distributive lattices with 0 and 1 formed 
over X has been constructed by Hong and Nel. They have extended the Priestley duality. In this 
paper, another spectral dual adjoint has been constructed by the use of simple topological con- 
vergences, rather than by the use of the structures of convergence spaces. It is shown that this 
adjunction is an extension of the Banaschewski duality. Further, another kind of Priestley type 
duality is obtained. 
Introduction 
Let POTOP be the category of partially ordered topological spaces and continuous 
isotones (increasing maps), and TDL be the category of topological distributive lat- 
tices with 0 and 1 and continuous (lattice-) homomorphisms preserving 0 and 1. 
Let X be the epireflective hull of (2) in POTOP, i.e., XEX iff X admits enough 
morphisms into 2 to separate points, where 2 is the two point chain (0, l> with 
discrete topology, and A be the epireflective hull of (2) in TDL. We define functors 
C: Xop -+ A and S : A + Xop by using simple or pointwise convergence (see Section 
1). It is shown that the subcategory PO of partially ordered sets (with discrete 
topology) in X, and the subcategory CZDL of compact zero-dimensional distributive 
lattices in A are dually equivalent via S and C. This duality has been found in [l] 
by using the facts that the subcategory of finite objects is dense in PO, and that the 
subcategory of finite objects is codense in CZDL. It is also shown that these functors 
C and S are different from Priestley’s functors [lo], even on compact objects in X. 
So we can obtain another kind of duality of the category CZOS of compact zero- 
dimensional partially ordered spaces. In order to find the subcategory Fix E (see [S]) 
for the simple convergence structure we obtain necessary and sufficient conditions 
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for X E X so that the counit eX : X + SC(X) is an isomorphism. Further, we charac- 
terize projective and injective objects in CZDL. 
1. Simple convergence 
We define the functor C : Xop + A as follows: for XE X let C(X) = hom,(X, 2). 
Then C(X) is a sublattice of (21x1, rp), where 21xi is the power set lattice of the 
underlying set 1x1 of X, and rp is the product topology of 21xl. C(X) has the 
relative topology of zp which is the topology of pointwise convergence. For a mor- 
phism f : X + Yin X, we define C(f)u = uf for each u E C(Y), then clearly C(f) E A. 
Now we define S : A + Xop. For A E A, let S(A) = homA(A, 2). S(A) is a subspace of 
(2”“, rp). For a morphism f: A + B in A, if we define S(f)u = uf for u E S(B), then 
S(f) serves both the restriction to S(B) and corestriction to S(A) of the morphism 
7: 21B’ + 21A’ in X, where f(u) = uf for u E 2 “’ . The counit cX for each X E X is defined 
by Ed = U(X) for each u E C(X) and each XE X, and the unit qA for A E A is 
defined by qA(a)(u) = u(a) for each u E S(A) and each CI E A. Then it is a routine 
calculation to show that C is a right adjoint to S via E and q. 
For an object XE X, let h E SC(X). Setting U,, = n {u-‘(O) 1 u E h-‘(O)} and I$, = 
n w(l) I U E h-*(l)), we have the following lemmas: 
Lemma 1. For any XEX, any hESC(X), xly for all xE U, and ye V,. 
Proof. If XE U,, y E V,, and x%y, then there exists u E C(X) such that u(y) = 0 
and U(X) = 1. It follows that h(u) =0 and h(u) = 1, a contradiction. q 
For an object A E A, two subsets F and G are said to be completely separated if 
there exists h E S(A) such that FC h-‘(O) and CC h-‘(l). For any object XE X, the 
underlying set IX 1 of X with discrete order and discrete topology is also an object 
of X. For the identity ix : IX I + X in X, clearly C(ix) : C(X) + C(lX I) = 21xl is an 
embedding. Furthermore, we note that C(X) forms an initial mono-source, and 
hence the eX is always an embedding for each XE X. 
Theorem 2. For an object XE X, the following statements are equivalent: 
(i) ,sX is an isomorphism. 
(ii) For each h E SC(X), U, fI V, = {x} for some x E X. 
(iii) Any completely separated two sets in C(X) are also completely separated in 
21.x , i.e., C(X) is a 2-extendable subset of 21x’. 
(iv) For each h E SC(X), Cl(h-‘(O))nCl(h-‘(1)) =O in 21xl, where the closure Cl 
is of the product topology of 21x’. 
(v) SC(i,) is surjective. 
Proof. (i) * (ii). For each h ESC(X), there exists an element XEX such that 
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E.,(X) = h. For any u E h-‘(O), h(u) =E~(x)(u) = U(X) = 0, thus XE u-‘(O), i.e., 
XE 17~. Similarly XE V,. By Lemma 1, U,fl V, = {x}. 
(ii) * (iii). If Fand G are completely separated in C(X), then there exists h E SC(X) 
such that Fch-‘(0) and GCh-‘(1). Since u-‘(O)> U, for any UEF, and u-‘(l)> V, 
for any o E G, we have U(X) =0 and u(x) = 1. It follows that FCp;‘(O) and CC 
p;‘(l). But the projection P~ES(~‘*‘). Thus F and G are completely separated 
in 21xl. 
(iii) * (iv). Since h-‘(O) and K’(1) are completely separated in C(X), and hence 
in 21xl as well, they have disjoint closures. 
(iv) * (v). For h E SC(X), we have Cl(C(X)) = Cl(h-‘(0)) U Cl(h-l(l)), where the 
union is disjoint by (iv). Since Cl(K’(1)) is a sublattice of Cl(C(X)), Cl(h-‘(0)) is a 
clopen prime ideal of Cl(C(X)) which is compact distributive. Thus there exists 5~ 
S(Cl(C(X))) such that K’(O) = Cl(h-‘(0)) and h-‘(l) = Cl(h-‘(1)). It is well known 
that 2 is an injective in CZDL. Therefore, there exists &ES(~~~I) whose restriction 
to Cl(C(X)) is h, and whose restriction to C(X) is h. Since C(i,) : C(X) -+ 21xi, we 
have h=C(i,) = h, i.e., SC(ix)(h=) = h. Hence SC(i,) is surjective. 
(v)*(i). By (QE), SIC, we have that for XEX and ix: 1x1 -X, ExiX= 
SC(iX)EIxl. Since &lx1 and SW,) are both surjective, cX is also surjective. Thus eX 
is an isomorphism. 0 
Let Cu be the category of convergence spaces, and CuDL be the category of distri- 
butive lattices with 0 and 1 over Cu [8]. Let Z be the mixed category PO A Cu of 
the categories PO and Cu [8]. For XE K let C,(X) be the distributive lattice of Cu- 
continuous isotones of X into 2 over Cu. Then C, : X-+ CuDL has a left adjoint S, 
having unit 4 and counit E. Regarding the fact that X is a subcategory of Z, if we 
compare C(X) and C,(X) for each XE X, then the identity map C,(X) + C(X) is 
a continuous homomorphism. It follows that the surjectivity of cx implies that of 
cX for each XEX. Hence from the result in [8] and (ii) in Theorem 2, we have the 
following corollary: 
Corollary 3. In each of the following cases, eX is an isomorphism in X: 
(i) The order of X is chain. 
(ii) The order of X is discrete. 
(iii) The order of X is Dedekind complete. 
(iv) The topology of X is discrete. 
(v) The topology of X is compact. 
The functors C and C, are however different even on compact objects in X, as 
we can see in the following example: 
Example 1. If X is an infinite zero-dimensional compact space with discrete order, 
then C,(X) has the compact open topology. For each u E C,(X), we have {u} = 
Wu-l(O), {O})n W-‘(l), (1)). H ence C,(X) is discrete. On the other hand, if 
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C(X) is discrete, then for u E C(X), there exists a basic open neighborhood W of 
u such that {u} = c(X)17 W, say W= (niE1 &l(0))n(n~=l&l(l)). NOW take an 
elementzEX-{xl,xz ,..., x,,yl,y2 ,..., y, } and a clopen neighborhood I/ of z such 
that vn{x, ,..., x,,y, ,..., y,} =0. Then we have three cases: (1) VCU-‘(0) or (2) 
k’nu-‘(0)#0 and l/flu-‘(l)+0 or (3) Vcu-‘(1). For cases (1) and (2), let A= 
u-‘(O)-VandB=u-‘(1)UV. For case (3), letA=u-‘(O)UVandB=u-‘(1)-V. 
Then {A, B} is a clopen partition of X for any case. Now let u be the corresponding 
continuous (isotone) map with u-‘(O) =A and u-‘(O) = B, then clearly u E C(X) f7 W 
and u # u. This is a contradiction. 
2. Duality 
In [lo], Priestley obtained the spectral duality between CZOS and the category D L 
of (discrete) distributive lattices with 0 and 1. It is known [8] that the functors 
S, i C, are an extension of Priestley duality. But functors S-i C are not an exten- 
sion on those categories (see Example 1). However, Banaschewski showed [l] the 
spectral duality between PO and CZDL. Our functors S-i C are an extension of 
Banaschewski duality as we will see in the following theorem: 
Theorem 4. PO and CZDL are dually equivalent via S and C. 
Proof. For XE PO, C(X) has the structure of simple convergence. Obviously 
C(X) E CZDL. Now for each A E CZDL, if ueS(A), then u-‘(O) and u-‘(l) are 
both compact sublattices of A. There exist two elements a and b EA such that 
u-‘(O) = la and u-‘(l) = fb, where la = {XEA 1 xsa} and dually rb. Then it is easy 
to see that (u} =S(A)tl piI( p;‘(l). Thus S(A) is a discrete space, and hence 
S(A)E PO. By Corollary 3, sX is an isomorphism for each XE PO. Now for 
A E CZDL, if u ECS(A), then for each h,~Y’(l), there exists a,EA such that 
h,‘(l)=Ta,. Setting a= V, a, in A, we claim that VA(a)= u. For, 
VA(a)(h) = h(a) = 1 iff h E u-‘(l) for each h E S(A). Thus )?A is surjective. Since qA 
is always an embedding, and since A and CS(A) are both compact Hausdorff, VA 
is an isomorphism. 0 
It is shown [3] that in the category KD of compact zero-dimensional distributive 
lattices and continuous homomorphisms (not necessarily preserving 0 and l), an ob- 
ject P is an epi-projective iff P is a retract of FD-adic completion of a free distribu- 
tive lattice. But in the category CZDL, we have the following corollary: 
Corollary 5. In CZDL, the only non-trivial epi-projective object is 2. 
Proof. We firstly show that the only mono-injective object in PO is trivial. Indeed, 
if Q is any nontrivial injective in PO, then we may assume that the order of Q is 
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not a chain, otherwise take Q x Q. Let A = {a, b} E PO, where a and b are incom- 
parable. Then for i : A --* 2 with i(a) = 0 and i(b) = 1, and j: A + Q with j(a) =x and 
j(b) =y, where x and y are incomparable elements in Q, there is no isotone I: 2 + Q 
such thatj = li. Hence for each {x} E PO, C<(x)) = 2 is projective in CZDL. Further, 
if S(A) = {x} for A E CZDL, then A = 2. Note that any coproduct of 2’s is again 2 
in CZDL. 0 
The injective objects in CZDL and in KD are the same, as in the following cor- 
ollary: 
Corollary 6. In CZDL, Q is mono-injective iff Q is a power set lattice. 
Proof. In PO, it is easy to see that P is epi-projective iff P has the discrete order, 
i.e., P is a set. Clearly for a set P, C(P) =21p1, a power set lattice, is a mono- 
injective in CZDL. Conversely, if Q is a mono-injective in CZDL, then S(Q) is a set. 
Since Q and CS(Q) are isomorphic by qQ, Q is isomorphic to 21scQ)‘, a power set 
lattice. 0 
3. Adjointness 
For A EA, if any homomorphism of A onto 2 preserving 0 and 1 is continuous, 
then A is said to be an algebraic discrete object. Clearly all discrete objects in A are 
algebraic discrete, but not conversely, as we will see this later. We denote ADL for 
the full subcategory of A determined by algebraic discrete objects. 
Lemma 7. CZOSop and ADL are adjunction via S and C. 
Proof. For any XE CZOS, if h: C(X) --t 2 is a homomorphism, then since C,(X) 
is discrete, h : C,(X) -+ 2 is a continuous homomorphism. Since cX is surjective, 
there exists an element XEX such that E*(x) = h. But zX(x) = eX(x) as maps 
C&7)(= C(X)) + 2. Thus sX(x) = h, and hence h E SC(X). It follows that h : C(X) -+ 2 
is continuous. Conversely, if A E ADL, then we have S(A) = S(IA /), where /A / is the 
underlying discrete distributive lattice of A. Therefore, S(A) is a closed subset of 
21A’. Thus S(A) E CZOS. 0 
The category ADL is properly larger than the category DL as we see in the follow- 
ing example: 
Example 2. This example is given by Banaschewski. Let 1.71 be an infinite set, and 
B= 21xi be the power set lattice of 1x1. If r is the initial topology with respect to 
the source of all homomorphisms of B to 2 preserving 0 and 1, then (B, T) E ADL. 
But T is not discrete. For, if a E (B, T) is an isolated point, then there exists a basic 
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neighborhood W= (nJ?= i uJ:‘(0)) fl (nfl= k i u;‘(l)) of a such that W= {a>. We may 
assume that a is not a compact element in B, i.e., a is not a finite subset of 1x1, 
otherwise one can take the complement a’ of a instead. Let Z= (11 o,‘(l) = TX/} 
when such vt and x/ exist. Then ZC ( 1,2, .., , n} . Take an atom c E B such that c < a 
and c # xl for any 1 E I. We claim that a A c’ E W. For, obviously, a A c’ E ny= i uj ‘(0) 
and aAc’en ,,lu,-l(l). 
ki$Z, we have aAc’E n 
Since a=(aAc’)vcEnk61uk’(1) and c6ui1(l) for any 
kel~il(l). But a#aAc’E W. This is a contradiction. 
For A E ADL, if A has the initial topology with respect o the source IS(A then 
A is said to be a regularly algebraic discrete lattice. The full subcategory of A deter- 
mined by regularly algebraic discrete lattices is denoted by RADL. 
Lemma 8. For A E A, A E RADL iff A is embedded into (21scA)I, zp), where tp is the 
product topology. 
We obtain another kind of Priestley type duality of CZOS as follows: 
Theorem 9. CZOS and RADL are dually equivalent via S and C. 
Proof. Clearly for any XE CZOS, the unit eX is an isomorphism. Let A E RADL. 
Then VA = IfA : IA / + CS(A) (= C,S,( IA I)) as maps, where \A I is the underlying lattice 
with discrete topology, Thus qA is surjective, and hence it is a continuous bijection. 
Furthermore, vi1 is also continuous by Lemma 8. Conversely if );I~ is an isomor- 
phism for A E ADL, it is then easy to see that A is embedded into (21scA”, sp). Hence 
A E RADL by Lemma 8. 0 
The following example gives that ADL and DL both are different from RADL: 
Example 3. Let X be an infinite Stone space with discrete order as in Example 1. 
Then C(X) is not discrete. Setting A = lC(X)l E DL, we show that qA is not an iso- 
morphism, i.e., A $ RADL. Assume that qA is an isomorphism. Since eX is an iso- 
morphism, so is ?z~(~). But we have G(A) = C,%(X). It follows that C(X) and A 
are isomorphic. This is impossible. 
For A E A, if any closed prime ideal and closed prime filter of A are both prin- 
cipal, then A is said to be a homomorphism discrete lattice. We denote HDL for the 
full subcategory determined by homomorphism discrete lattices in A. 
Theorem 10. Poop and HDL are adjunction via S and C. 
Proof. For XE PO, C(X) is a compact object. Therefore, C(X) E HDL. Conversely, 
if A E HDL, then for u E S(A), u-‘(O) = la and u-‘(l) = fb for some a and b in A. 
It is easy to see that {u] =S(A)flp;‘(O)fIp;‘(l). Thus S(A) is discrete, and hence 
S(A)E PO. 0 
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The following example shows that the category HDL is properly larger than the 
category CZD L: 
Example 4. Let IX 1 be an infinite set, B = 2 lx’, which is the power set lattice with the 
product topology, and let A =K(B)UiV(B), where K(B) and KC(B) are the sublat- 
tices of compact elements and cocompact elements of B, respectively. Then A E H DL, 
where A has the relative topology of B. Indeed, for any closed prime filter F of A, 
there exists a homomorphism u of A onto 2 such that U-‘( 1) = F. Since K(B) and 
KC(B) are both dense subsets of B, F#ZC(B). Therefore, either u-‘(l)nK(B)#O or 
u~‘(0)~KC(B)#0.1fb~u~‘(1)~K(B),thenb=a,~~~~~a,forfinite1ymanyatoms 
ai of B. Thus U(ai) = 1 for exactly one ai. Hence u-‘(l) = Ta;. If b E u-‘(O)nZP(B), 
then b=a;r\... A a; for finitely many coatoms ai E B. Hence u-‘(O) = la,! for exactly 
one ai. Thus u-‘(l) = Tai. And dually for a closed prime ideal of A. 
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